We are here to help you
If you are self-Isolating or are a ’Key Worker’, we can help…
The Parish Council have organised Teams of volunteers to help during the Covid-19
emergency and have divided the Parish of Sixpenny Handley and Pentridge into 5 Areas.
We have teamed up with Handley and Cranborne Surgeries, Handley School and local
Shops to help those who are self-isolating. If you need help, please call any of the
following people:
Janey Wells 01725 552912
Mike Dyer 07584 315550
Richard Hancock 01725 552182
Tansy Tier 01725 552924
Carole Sawkins 07917 225637

Donna Rendell 07840 559340
Gina Quincey 01725 516248
Sharon Carter 01725 552146
Eddy Tier 01725 552924

Annie Dyer 07584 315550
Laura Loncar 01725 552651
Yogi Patel 07836 635918
Vannessa Patel 07581 617982

Prescriptions
We can collect prescriptions, you will need to ensure they are ready for collection and
sign an approval form we will provide to you, this authorises us to collect your
medication.
Shopping
NISA Shopping - We can collect your shopping, just follow the instructions below
1. Contact one of the names above to confirm your shopping can be collected, they
will tell you when what time they can collect.
2. Call Handley NISA shop on 01725 552658, place an order and pay for it using
your bank card details. Please let the shop know who will be collecting it on your
behalf.
3. Your support buddy will then collect the shopping at the agreed time and deliver
it to you.
Clarkes the Butchers also take phone orders and payment over the phone use the
process above but call 01725 552328 instead.
Phone Buddies
The people listed below are happy to take calls from you and pass the time of day or
discuss anything with you that is not of a personal nature. If you have a PC, Table or
Smart phone ask about ‘Teams’ , this is a very new idea for us but it can enable you to
talk to many people at the same time and even with live video so you can see who you
are talking to as well.
Benjamin Camp 07595 996241
David Lockyer 01725 552492
Lou Billington 01725 516327

Caroline Catchpole 07884 264457
Jules Will 01725 553130
Ann Cullen 01725 552770

David Grainger 07833 256592
Karen Adams 07920 758798
Gael Radclyffe 01725 552829

Exchange Library books at the Parish Council Office, just ask a buddy listed above

Thanks, if you have any questions either call Andy Turner 01725 552735 OR
EMAIL AndyDTurner@outlook.com
**Please remember this is only for people in self isolation or ‘Key Workers’**
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